Digi HCprobe
Wireless Handheld Thermocouple

Digi HCprobes are an integral part of the Digi SafeTemps automated food temperature monitoring system. The handheld wireless probe sends instant temperature readings to your Bluetooth-enabled tablet or phone to measure and record temperatures in hot and cold holding environments.

Features
• Portable; works anywhere immediate temperature data needed.
• Measurements taken in seconds.
• Provides real-time documentation.
• Data viewable in Digi SafeTemps app.

Specifications
• Bluetooth Communication: iOS and Android
• Communication Frequency: Real time
• Communication Method: Bluetooth® 4.0
• Probe Type: K-Type probe
• Temperature Operating Range: -20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F)
• Temperature Accuracy: ±0.5°C (0.9°F)
• Battery Life: Over 24 months under normal operating conditions
• Battery Type: Lithium 3v CR2477
• Enclosure Type: NSF grade plastic